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The candidate must choose the best answer from A. B, C or D.
1)The Tower of Pisa,__________ is the most famous tower in the world, is 60 metres high.
A) who; B) which; C) whose; D) whom.
2) When the foundations were laid,______________________the Saracens at Palermo.
A) the Pisans have already beaten; B) have the Pisans already beaten; C) the Pisans has beaten
already; D) the Pisans had already beaten.
3) Restoration work on the tower____________________in 2001
A) was finished; B) will be finished; C) has been finished; D) is finishing
4) While Diotisalvi __________________on the baptistery, the foundations of the tower were laid.
A) were working; B) worked; C) has worked; D) was working.
5) The experts undertook____________________in depth studies.
A) many; B) much; C) lots of; D) lots.
6) He’s booked his hotel ______________________for Tuscany tomorrow.
A) he’ll leave; B) he’s leaving; C) he’s left; D) will he leave.
7) Please,________________ the committee now.
A) phone; B) to phone; C) phoning; D) phoned.
8) If they removed the soil, __________________________the problem.
A) they would have solved; B) they will solve; C) they would solve; D) they solve.
9) Alessandro Della Gherardesca _____________________the buried parts of the building.
A) uncovered; B)has uncovered; C) used to uncover; D) was uncovering.
10) _____________________________Campo dei Miracoli?
A)He has never; B) He hasn’t ever; C) Has he ever; D) Has ever he?
11) I think,______________________the tower next year.
A) they are opening; B) they’ll open; C) they open; D) they opened.
12) We are going to Florence with_______________.
A) us; B) our; C) we; D) ours.
13) When the tower is open, he______________________to visit it.
A) can; B) could; C) are able; D) will be able.
14) Where____________the baptistery?
_______in the Campi dei Miracoli.
A) are. They’re; B) is. It’s; C) is. Their; D) is it. It is.
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15) The architect,_____________designed that building, was Diotisalvi.
A) who; B) whom; C) which; D); whose.
16) The tower is ___________________structure on the site.
A) the higher; B) the most high; C) the highest; D) highest.
17) I couldn’t visit the building last year because work________________________.
A) were being done; B) was being done; C) were doing; D) is being done
18)You ______________________________pay to visit the museum today.
A) don’t have to; B) mustn’t; C) haven’t to; D) didn’t have to.
19) Was there _______________ that you found particularly beautiful in Pisa?
A) anything; B) nothing; C) none; D) something.
20) At the moment__________________________research:
A) are they doing; B) they do; C) they are doing; D) they did.
21) The government ___________________give more resources for restoration of ancient buidings.
A) should; B) ought to; C) must to; D) should have.
22) _____________________buildings are there in Campo dei Miracoli.
A) How much; B) How much more; C) many; D) How many.
23) ___________you tell me how to get to Pisa?
A) Shall; B) Could; C) Should; D) May.
24) Iron isn’t______________ steel.
A) as strong than; B) as more strong as; C) as strong as; D) as much strong as.
25) They have worked on the building___________ 1990.
A) for; B) in; C) from; D) since.

